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Abstract
Bloom filters are a form of existence index which offer compressed representations of sets at the cost of some false positives. Recent work has introduced the
notion of learned Bloom filters, which can leverage salient differences between
in-index elements and out-of-index queries to offer further compression. In this
extended abstract, we show that learned filters can handle multidimensional data
particularly well, giving space savings of up to 72% in our experiments. We
show how to maximize performance by leveraging three key optimizations: separate modeling of high-cardinality versus low-cardinality dimensions, Bloom filter
sandwiching, and robust learning.
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Introduction

Bloom filters are widely used as existence indices in many applications [3]. By allowing some false
positives, their space requirements depend only on the number of inserted keys (and are independent
of the sizes of the individual keys). Despite their advantages, Bloom filters are unable to leverage
differences between the set of in-index keys and the distribution of negative queries, and recent
work [6] has proposed learned Bloom filters to model latent separations between the two. In this
work, we expand on these ideas and show that learned filters are effective for indexing multidimensional data (k-tuples) when there exists some co-occurrence structure between in-index k-tuples that
are different from out-of-index tuples. We explore a new kind of multidimensional Bloom index that
exploits this structure, and our approach can offer significant space savings over traditional Bloom
filters. We also give new methods to quantify the space savings that properly capture the asymmetry
intrinsic to Bloom filters (i.e. allowing false positives, but not false negatives).
Multidimensional Data. Bloom filters are commonly used to index data with multiple attributes.
Furthermore, any application using multiple Bloom filters to index different data into semantically
different sets can equivalently use a single, monolithic filter over 2-dimensional data: instead of
testing whether Bloom filter i contains item x, we check whether our large filter contains (i, x).
For a concrete example, the Windows implementation of the Git SCM uses Bloom filters to support
filtered searches over the Git commit graph [2]. Specifically, each commit is associated with a Bloom
filter into which all the file names for files added, deleted, or otherwise modified in the commit are
inserted. Such an application is semantically equivalent to using a single filter over two dimensions
– instead of querying the Bloom filter for commit ad7ad3b for file file.txt, one would instead
query a single monolithic filter for the 2-tuple (ad7ad3b, file.txt).
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Figure 1: Traditional and learned Bloom filters.
We observe that querying over subsets of attributes is often important in many applications; going
with our Git example, if we want to check whether any commit modified file name, we can do so by
querying for (?, name) where “?” represents a placeholder that can be matched by any value. In
this work, we thus allow wildcard queries, in which only a subset of tuple entries are specified. To
facilitate such queries, traditional Bloom filters must index tuples like (a, b, ?) as first-class items.
We posit (and demonstrate) that learned filters can be much more space-efficient when allowing
wildcard queries, since we observe in practice that co-occurrence structure is present even when
only considering subsets of attributes. Even before taking into account all of the extra keys resulting
from introduction of wildcards, the number of distinct combinations of attribute values tends can
grow exponentially as we increase the number of indexed dimensions. Learned filters have the
ability to combat this by leveraging the co-occurrence structure present in the in-index data.
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Learning Filters

Background. The idea behind learned Bloom filters, as originally described in [6], is illustrated
in Figures 1a and 1b. Bloom filter insertions are facilitated by setting h bits in a bit array, whose
positions correspond to the output of h independent random hash functions. To determine whether
a key is considered in-index, all h hash function outputs must hash to set bits. In this way, false
positives are possible, but false negatives are not. Learned Bloom filters model Bloom filter lookups
as a classification problem. To train a learned Bloom filter, in-index items, K, are used as positive
training examples, and negative training examples are drawn from a negative query distribution DK .
Because the model may have false negatives, the set of all false negatives are inserted into a postfilter (“fixup” filter) that is checked whenever the model gives a negative prediction. Concretely, for
a classifier f with prediction threshold τ , all k ∈ K for which f (k) < τ (the set of which is denoted
as K<τ ) are inserted into the spillover filter. This backup filter is then checked whenever f gives
an output below τ in order to eliminate the possibility of false negatives. For a classifier with false
(1)
(2)
positive rate Fp and a backup traditional Bloom filter with false positive rate Fp , the overall false
(1)
(1)
(2)
(1)
positive rate is of the learned Bloom filter is given by Fp + (1 − Fp )Fp . When Fp is small,
(1)
(2)
this is approximately ≈ Fp + Fp . For a detailed discussion of how classifier performance relates
to learned Bloom filter size, please see [6] or [7].
Modeling Multidimensional Data. Figure 1c depicts our model architecture for handling multidimensional inputs. In this work, we consider k-tuples of strings. Each string attribute value is first
converted into an embedding vector (we defer specific discussion to the next section). Furthermore,
each “wildcard” placeholder is assigned a separate embedding vector per dimension. To model any
co-occurrence structure between the attribute values, these vectors are concatenated and fed through
2

a dense layer, whose output is then converted to a logit by a sigmoid head. We train the DNN and the
embeddings using Adam [5] on positive examples that represent the in-index elements and negative
examples synthesized from queries for out-of-index data.
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Challenges and Optimizations

We identify three key challenges when learning Bloom filters over multidimensional data:
• Challenge 1: Tradeoff between model size and model performance.
• Challenge 2: Suboptimal performance at low false positive rates.
• Challenge 3: Noisy in-index data obscures overall co-occurrence patterns.

We introduce three key optimizations: (1) modeling high-cardinality attributes with RNNs, (2) leveraging the sandwiching technique introduced in [8], and (3) robust learning via `1 -regularized shift
parameters in order to address each of these respective challenges. We now give a detailed description of each optimization.
Optimization 1: Model high-cardinality attributes with RNNs. Using direct embedding lookups
for high-cardinality attributes creates many model parameters, and in the worst case results in
learned Bloom filters that greatly exceed traditional Bloom filters in size. To cope with this, we
convert attribute values for high-cardinality attributes (say, > 500 distinct values) into vectors using
character-level recurrent neural networks (RNNs) with gated recurrent units (GRUs) [4]. We opt for
direct embeddings for the low-cardinality attributes when converting their corresponding attribute
values to vectorized form, as the benefit in learned Bloom filter size due to the improvement in the
quality of the model predictions outweighs the cost of extra space used due to the increase in model
parameters (compared to RNNs).
Optimization 2: Choose better classifier cutoffs with sandwiching. To enforce a low target false
positive rate FPR, it can be necessary to choose a very large classifier cutoff τ . Although there
exist strategies for improving performance at low false positive rates, we opt to sidestep the issue
altogether by employing a strategy for learned Bloom filters called sandwiching [8]. In brief, this
strategy introduces an additional traditional Bloom filter in the learned Bloom filter architecture
depicted in Figure 1b as a prefilter, into which all in-index keys in K are inserted. Thus, a query
must be found in the prefilter to be considered positive; otherwise, it is immediately known to be
out-of-index. Although all of K is inserted into the prefilter, it need not occupy many bits as it can
be very porous, having a very high false positive rate compared to the target false positive rate FPR.
When leveraging sandwiching, we are free to choose the classifier cutoff τ for the model portion of
the learned Bloom filter however we wish. A natural question, then, is how to choose this threshold.
The following theorem shows that the best cutoff for a sandwiched filter with nonempty prefilter
maximizes the KL divergence between the classifier’s true positive and false positive rates.
Theorem 1. Suppose one has surrounded two learned models with traditional Bloom filters to create
sandwiched Bloom filters (with same FPR), and further assume that each sandwiched filter uses the
optimal number of bits and
a nonempty
 leverages


prefilter to do so. Let XTp and XFp be Bernoulli
random variables with E XTp = Tp and E XFp = Fp , where Tp is the fraction of in-index items
correctly classified by the learned model, and Fp is the learned model’s false positive rate (expected
proportion of out-of-index queries predicted as in-index). Then the sandwiched filter with the higher
value of KL(XTp ||XFp ) uses fewer bits for the traditional prefilter and postfilter components.
Proof. Please see Appendix A.
Optimization 3: Robust learning with `1 -regularized shift parameters. Our final optimization
attempts to address noise present in the in-index data. To do so, we borrow an idea from robust
learning, whereby each positive training example k is associated with a shift parameter γk . The
vector of shift parameters ~γ is `1 -regularized to encourage sparsity. Although originally introduced
in the context of linear regression [9] and logistic regression [10], we found that the technique works
1
well in deep models too. In brief, the output of the sigmoid head g(zk ) = 1+exp(−z
is shifted as
k)
1
g(zk + γk ) = 1+exp(−zk −γk ) . In our experiments on a dataset of airline flights [1], this technique
reduced the number of bits required for a learned Bloom filter by 15%.
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Figure 2: Effect of varying number of attributes indexed. Each point corresponds to a learned Bloom filter that
achieves 1% FPR for a combination of indexed attributes, across all subsets of two or more indexed attributes.
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Experimental Results

Production Recommender System Logs. We consider a dataset of 70000 subsampled impressions
from the logs of a major production recommendation system, where each impression consists of 7
attributes. Although the number of rows (i.e. impressions) is relatively small, by allowing wildcardstyle queries, we observe 1.8 million distinct co-occurring attribute values, all of which must be
indexed. Since the false positive rate of learned Bloom filters is sensitive to the distribution of
incoming negative queries [6, 7], for each set of indexed attributes, we synthesized an out-of-index
query distribution. This distribution was generated by joining random pairs of non co-occurring
observed attribute values, uniformly across pairs of indexed attributes (queries with unobserved
attribute values will be eliminated during embedding lookups, with high probability), although one
could also use query logs if available. Figure 2 shows the result of indexing every subset of attributes,
using both a traditional filter and a learned filter. Without RNNs (not shown), the learned model
uses more bits than a traditional filter. Leveraging sandwiching reduces the number of bits needed
by about 10%. Overall, we achieve greater space savings with more indexed attributes, achieving
space reductions of 72% over traditional Bloom filters when indexing all 7 attributes.
Flights. We divided 7 million rows from year 2008 into contiguous pages (following the order
in which we obtained the data) of 10000 rows each, and index all pairs of (Airport, Page
ID). We join known airports with random page IDs for a query negative distribution, achieve space
reductions of 25% over traditional bloom filters. By incorporating `1 -regularized shift parameters,
we increase the space reductions to 35%.

5

Conclusions

Based on our experimental findings, learned Bloom filters show promising performance when indexing multidimensional data while allowing flexible queries with wildcards. Each of our key optimizations: separate modeling of high-cardinality attributes with RNNs, sandwiching with optimal
classifier cutoffs, and robust learning with shift parameters addresses a key issue when learning
Bloom filters over multidimensional data.
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A

Proof of Theorem 1

Theorem 1. Suppose one has surrounded two learned models with traditional Bloom filters to create
sandwiched Bloom filters (with same FPR), and further assume that each sandwiched filter uses the
optimal number of bits and
a nonempty
 leverages


prefilter to do so. Let XTp and XFp be Bernoulli
random variables with E XTp = Tp and E XFp = Fp , where Tp is the fraction of in-index items
correctly classified by the learned model, and Fp is the learned model’s false positive rate (expected
proportion of out-of-index queries predicted as in-index). Then the sandwiched filter with the higher
value of KL(XTp ||XFp ) uses fewer bits for the traditional prefilter and postfilter components.
Proof. Following the analysis in [8], the overall false positive rate of a sandwiched filter with b bits
per key and a learned model with false positive rate Fp and false negative rate Fn is given by


αb−b2 Fp + (1 − Fp )αb2 /Fn

where the second filter has b2 bits per key (so that the first filter has b − b2 bits per key), and
α ≈ 0.6185 is chosen assuming each traditional filter uses an optimal number of hash functions
(in the sense of minimizing their respective false positive rates). In more detail, the first filter has
a false positive rate of αb−b2 and the second filter has a false positive rate of αb2 /Fn , where the
“effective bits per key” b2 /Fn in the second traditional filter is scaled up because only the model
false negatives need be inserted.
Thus, the overall bits per key in an optimal sandwiched filter is given by


b = logα (FPR) + b2 − logα Fp + (1 − Fp )αb2 /Fn

where FPR gives the desired false positive rate of the whole sandwiched setup. Mitzenmacher
showed in [8] that the optimal value of b2 is given by


Fp Fn
b2 = Fn logα
(1 − Fp )(1 − Fn )
independently of the overall bits per key b. Therefore, we can attempt to choose a classifier cutoff
which leads to model false positive and false negative rates Fp and Fn that minimize the overall bits
per key, equivalent to minimizing


b2 − logα Fp + (1 − Fp )αb2 /Fn
independently of the target false positive rate FPR. Plugging in the optimal value for b2 given above,
we are minimizing


b2 − logα Fp + (1 − Fp )αb2 /Fn


Fp Fn
Fp
= Fn logα
− logα
(1 − Fp )(1 − Fn )
1 − Fn
Fn
Fp
Fp
= Fn logα
+ Fn logα
− logα
1 − Fp
1 − Fn
1 − Fn
Fn
1 − Fn
= Fn logα
+ (1 − Fn ) logα
1 − Fp
Fp
1
=
KL(Fn ||1 − Fp )
log α
1
=
KL(1 − Fn ||Fp )
log α
1
=
KL(Tp ||Fp )
log α

where Tp = 1 − Fn is the model’s true positive rate. Because log α < 0, our final result is that,
in order to minimize the bits per key b of the sandwiched filter, we should choose the model’s
classification threshold in order to maximize the KL divergence between the Bernoulli distributions
of true positives and false positives.
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